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Cost-Reduction Tip #3 (Content)

Savings Area: CONTENT REDUCTION
Greetings!

SAVINGS AREA: Content-Reduction   
 
Content "cost-reduction" occurs when the
content (or inputs) of a product or service are
reviewed for changes or alternatives that can
result in a cost-reduction while providing the

same or better benefit to customers. Content-reduction is typically achieved
through analysis which results in identifying and eliminating waste in materials,
labor, or services; identifying and correcting over/wrong specification or non-
optimal processing; or by increasing the product's lifespan (longevity). This tactic
is similar to "value-analysis."
 
Content-Reduction Tips & Tactics: 
1) Identify and create an appropriate cross-functional team.
2) Review the product's or service's current "functional or performance
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specification" against current customer requirements.
3) Review current market input costs (and trends) of the product or service;
additionally, tap into your suppliers' expertise for recommendations.
4) Perform a manufacturing process-mapping to understand, identify and uncover
cost-improvement opportunities.
5) Review content and inputs for standardization opportunities.
6) Review content for mix-optimization opportunities.
7) Identify Cost-Benefit trade-offs and select and implement best candidates
8) When your supplier is involved, use a strategic negotiation process.
9) Contact Procurement-One for additional Content-Reduction help.
 

"When you manage a spend category ‘well’
a 20% (or more) savings results"

 
Actual Scenario:
A semiconductor manufacturer was implementing a new product technology,
which required new tooling for production. The low-cost supplier came in at
$450K/tooling-set. Several toolsets would be required over the life of the product.
It was identified thru Engineering that the tooling-set was over-specified, and
again identified thru Procurement that the tooling market, while limited, was quite
competitive and responsive.
 
Achieved Results: 
Cost Savings of $265K (58%) per tooling set. End tooling price was $185K/set.

If your procurement department is short on resources or short in expertise in one
category, send us an email, Procurement-One's Network has help hundreds of
companies.
 
Free Download: Self-Savings Estimator Worksheet.   

 
Boise Interim Staffing: Considering interim or part-time procurement staffing? 
 
Please feel free to contact us regarding questions:
Email rdeamicis@procurement-one.com or call 208-809-5487.
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